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SOLITE LAUNCHES INNOVATIVE LUGGAGE WITH
61 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
LAS VEGAS (April 5, 2017) – Solite International is making its debut at Booth #2001 in the
International Travel Goods Show, held at the Las Vegas Convention Center, April 5-7, 2017. The
luggage company is displaying a variety of products with innovative features designed to meet the
changing needs of today’s modern traveler.
Patented designs exclusive to Solite will be unveiled for the first time at the International Travel Goods
Show, including:
Solite 601 Hardside Series
The 601 is built to last with a durable, lightweight polycarbonate shell,
moisture-wicking interior with removable wet pocket, and built-in TSA
lock. Side handles pair with the exclusive lightweight trolley handle and
patented noise reduction wheel for ease of movement and control. The 601
also features a hidden expansion zipper and mesh compartment divider to
offer versatility in packing without compromising on design.
Solite 603 Softside Series
The 603 is made of upgraded nylon with a Teflon coating for increased
durability. The low-top profile, side carry handles, exclusive lightweight
trolley handle and 8-wheel spinner system give the 603 a sleek yet functional
design. The 603 comes with two shoe pockets and a mesh interior
compartment for more organized packing, plus a moisture-wicking liner and
TSA lock to keep it all protected. Plus, the 603’s patented expandable feature
uses wire tension technology to expand or contract and keep your items exactly
how you packed them.
Solite International was originally founded in 1955 as the Nan Zong Group. The brand has transformed
from a leading luggage manufacturer to a global company focused on designing innovative new travel
products. The Solite team utilizes their 61 years of experience and high-end technology to generate

industry-changing ideas and provide today’s modern traveler with practical, innovative luggage products
that look stylish and last a lifetime.
To learn more about Solite International and their new products, visit Booth #2001 at the International
Travel Goods Show, www.Solite-Inc.com, or call 844-SOLITE-0.
###
About Solite International
Solite International was formed in 2016 by a team of industry experts. With 61 years of experience in
every part of the luggage-making process from design to manufacturing, our team constantly
revolutionizes our products to meet the changing needs of today’s modern traveler. With patented
features exclusive to Solite, such as the double-caster noise reduction wheel, our practical, innovative
luggage products are stylish and last a lifetime. For more information, visit www.Solite-Inc.com or call
844-SOLITE-0.

